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On the Existence of Competitive Equilibrium in

Classical Finite Economies without Survival

Assumption : Resource Relatedness Case

Hajime Kubota*

This paper shows that the theorem on the existence of competi-

tive equilibrium in classical finite economies with ordered prefer-

ences but without individual survival is proved with using general-

ized notion of resource relatedeness condition of Arrow-Hahn

（１９７１）as well as with using irreducibility of McKenzie（１９５９，

１９８１）．

JEL Classification Numbers: C６２，D５１

Key Words : Survival Conditon, Irreducibility, Resource Relatedness

1. Introduction
One of the crucial aspects in the proof of the existence of competitive equi-

librium in market economies is to assure that every consumer has cheaper
points at a quasi-equilibrium or compensated equilibrium. The simplest con-
dition for this situation to hold is the strong individual survival assumption
used in Arrow-Debreu（１９５４，Theorem１）where every consumer can provide
some of all goods from his initial endowment. This condition is also used in De-
breu（１９５９）．This condition is, however, inappropriate in world trade economies
with non-traded goods since each country is unable to be endowed with the
non-traded goods of other countries by the definition. Then Arrow-Debreu
（１９５４，Theorem２）weakened, besides the individual survival assumption,
this strong individual survival assumption to the condition that every con-
sumer has a productive goods. This goods can produce more of goods which are
commonly desirable to every consumer. This situation to hold corresponds to
the fact that labor of consumers is useful in the economy. Moreover this condi-
tion is generalized as the resource relatedness condition in Arrow-Hahn（１９７１）．
From the same reason, McKenzie（１９５９）uses irreducibility, besides the individ-
ual survival assumption, which is based on the situation where each consumer
has something, not necessarily labor, which is desirable to the rest of consum-
ers. In any case, all of these suppose the individual survival assumption
where the initial endowments of consumers are in their consumption sets, so
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that they can survive even without trading other consumers though markets.
Moore（１９７５），then, shows that irreducibility assures that every consumer

has cheaper points at a compensated equilibrium, which is a variant of quasi-
equilibrium, even without the individual survival assumption. Thus, as long
as consumers have something which is desirable to others, they can survive
with trading each other through markets even they can not survive alone. In
other words, the existence of others are beneficial and helpful in order for
economies to go well without causing people who can not survive. Notice, how-
ever, that although this result seems to imply the importance of markets trad-
ing for the survival of consumers, it is irreducibility that is fundamental for
market to make consumers to survive.１）

In the world economy there are so many goods and consumers in each
country and they can have goods imported from the outside of the country
even they can not have them as a part of their initial endowments. Thus the
individual survival assumption is extremely difficult to hold to them in this
world economy. Then, it is important, for the world trade to make people sur-
vival, to assure that resource relatedness or irreducibility holds in the entire
world.２）

Although Moore（１９７５）uses transitive preferences, McKenzie（１９８１，Theo-
rem３）establishes, with using irreducibility, the existence of competitive equi-
librium in finite economies without individual survival and transitive prefer-
ences, based on the existence of competitive equilibrium without transitive
preferences established by Gale-MasColell（１９７５）and Shafer-Sonnenschein
（１９７５）．

The irreducibility condition of McKenzie（１９５９，１９８１）as well as the re-
source relatedness condition of Arrow-Hahn（１９７１）are used to assure that
every consumer has cheaper points at a quasie-quilibrium（compensated
equilibrim）. Although these conditions play the similar role for the similar
purpose, resource relatedness, however, supposes the individual survival as-
sumption of consumers in the definition, and hence it can not applies to the
case without the individual survival assumption. Thus, the irreducibility con-
dition has much wider applicability to competitive economies than that of re-

１）Figure１，２，and３below illustrate the role of resource relatedenss as well as irreducibility in the existence of

competitive equilibrium in an exchange economy without the individual survival assumption.

２）Recently globalization of the world economy is often mentioned at many occasions. For the result of the

globalization to go well without making any of people in the world unable to survive, it is necessary to guar-

antee that the world economy after globalized satisfies the irreducibility condition or resource relatedeness

condition so that people are beneficial each other. From this viewpoint, the reason why so many anti-

globalization protects happen is that the world economy after globalization may not satisfy the irreducibility

condition or resource relatedeness condition. This argument also relates closely to that of gains from free

trade. For the relation between glozalization and gains from free trade, see Bhagwati（２００２）
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source relatedness since irreducibility assures that every consumer has
cheaper points at a compensated equilibrium even without the individual sur-
vival assumption.

Then it is an interesting question whether resource relatedness is em-
ployed even in the case without the individual survival assumption to make
every consumer have cheaper points at a quasi-equilibrium. This is not ad-
dressed before in the literature on the existence of competitive equilibrium. Of
course, since the original definition of resource relatedness based on the indi-
vidual survival assumption, it is necessary to generalize the notion of resource
relatedness so that it is applicable to the case without the individual survival
assumption. Thus it is interesting to generalize the notion of resource relat-
edness in economies without the individual survival assumption and to show
that the generalized resource relatedness dispenses with the individual sur-
vival assumption and still makes possible to prove the existence of competitive
equilibrium in such economies even without the individual survival assump-
tion.

Therefore, this paper considers the existence of competitive equilibrium in
market economies where the notion of resource relatedness of Arrow-Hahn
（１９７１）is generalized but the individual survival assumption is not assumed．
Transitivity of preferences and non-empty interior of the production set is,
however, used to make the argument simple. The result obtained is close to
that of McKenzie（１９８１，Theorem２）where irreducibility of McKenzie（１９５８，
８１）is used in the case without the individual survival assumption instead of
resource relatedness. This paper also discusses the comparison between the
generalized resource relatedness and irreducibility from the viewpoint of exis-
tence of competitive equilibrium in economies without the individual survival
assumption.

2. Model
This paper employs a classical finite economy so that the number of com-

modities and consumers are finite. Also technology is assumed to be constant
returns to scale. Let I be the set of consumers in the economy, ������� �, J be
the set of firms exist in the economy, ������� �, and L be the set of the the com-
modities exist in the economy, ������� �. Then the commodity space of the
economy is ��. Let 	
and ��be the production set of the k-th firm and the
consumption set of the i-th consumer. Since this paper employs net trading
sets as consumption sets, consumption set �� is indeed removed by the initial
endowment of the i-th consumer．３）Then �� is bounded below by ��������
and hence,����������������holds for��I . This paper, however, does not use
the individual survival assumption，����, so that������may occur for some
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���I. Let��be a（weak）preference relation of the i-th consumer defined over��.�����expresses that��is at least as good as x.４）�� is, then, a strict prefer-
ence relation（defined over��）derived from��, and�����expresses that��is
preferred to x.５） Also let Y, C and ��be

�
��	
, ������and
�������, i.e., the

aggregate production set, the aggregate consumption set, and the aggregate
extended consumption set, respectively. Then ���and  �	are equivalent
to�����for���and 
�	
for
��. This paper uses the aggregate produc-
tion set as a primitive concept. Since �� is bounded by ����������, C is
bounded by �������!�����������and hence��������holds. Note that���������as well as ��"�#��"����"�#��"�����"�#��"�������������holds
from the definition of a.

A vector���$ ����is called an allocation in the economy if �����for ���
and �	hold. Also an allocation���$ ����is called feasible if

�������%��� �%�
�� 
�also holds. We define
〈��and

〈

Y by

〈�����&�	��"�#��"�and 	&�.
Then the feasibility of���$ ���� implies ��� 〈��for���and  � 〈

Y . We also
define

〈���and

〈	�by ���&�	���"�#��"���and 	&��. Since ��"�#��"����"�#��"��
and ���� hold,

〈����'��&�	��"�#��"�(�� 〈�����'���&�	���"�#��"���(�and

〈

Y���	&���� 〈	���	&��' (�hold. Then if

〈���is bounded, then so is

〈��. In fact,
we show below that

〈���is bounded．Then there is a sufficiently large hyper-
cube K around０satisfying

〈���� int (K), and we truncate the relevant part of
the consumption set ��and define

～��by ��&)６）. We further define

〈����by ��&�	���"�#��"���. Then

〈����＝ 〈���&��holds.

〈����is a part of i-th consumer’s con-
sumption set which is consistent with feasibility condition when the other con-
sumers’ consumption sets are the extended���instead of the original ��．Since��"�#��"����"�#��"��holds,

〈����'��&�	��"�#��"�(��〈������'��&�	��"�#��"���(��〈�����'���&�	��"�#��"��(����*+�)��holds. Then,

〈�����～�������&)�also holds.

３）When ��is a consumption set and ,�is his initial endowment, the trading set is defined as ���,� and is

used as the consumption set in the text. Note that��as well as,�is assumed to be in��� owing to the device

by Arrow-Hahn（１９７１）．

４）��is also considered as a correspondence from��into ��by defining������ ����-������ �. Note also that we

can define a correspondence ���� from ��into ��by defining �������� �����-������ �. This ���� is usually

called a lower section of the correspondence��. In the case with two goods,�����corresponds to the region

above the indifference curve.���through x and contains.���as its boundary, and�������，on the other hand,

corresponds to the region below the indifference curve .���through x and contains .���as its boundary.

Moreover, the graph of���/0����is defined as ��$������1��-��������� �.
５）�����is defined by�����but not2��2�. Then��is also considered as a correspondence from��into��by defin-

ing������ �����-������ �. As in the case of��, we can define from the correspondence��its lower section����
from��into ��by �������� �����-������ �. In the case with two goods,�����corresponds to the region above

the indifference curve.���through x but does not contain.���, and�������corresponds to the region below

the indifference curve.���through x but does not contain.���as its boundary. Note that since transitivity

of preference relation ��is assumed, ���������������3 and ���������������3 as well as ���������������3 and���������������3hold. The graph of ��,/0����is defined as ��$������1��-��������� �.
６）The existence of such a K is possible by lemma２below.
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Since we do not employ ��～��, the individual survival assumption,���～���
may occur for some����. In this situation, the budget set of consumer��may
be empty and hence demand set may be empty. Thus, we define ��as the con-
vex hull of０ and

～��and extend
～��to��for each���. Then since����holds

for each���, and hence each consumer can purchase０, his budget set becomes
non-empty for any prices. This is a device used in Debreu（１９６２）to exclude the
emptiness of budget sets, and used also in McKenzie（１９８１）. Note that ������holds from the defintition of ���and

〈����(＝〈���&����～������&)��(��&��)
also holds from the definition of

〈����. Note also that since ��is the convex hull
of ０ and

～��,�����implies that ���4���for some ������and4�����(．Thus,
when p ���5�for �����, there is ������, satisfying 6����5�. When a con-
sumer has a cheaper point over ��, then such a consumer also has a cheaper
pint over the original consumption set��.

We call a vector���$ ����a pseudo-allocation if �����for ���,  �	hold,
and a feasible pseudo-allocation if

������� further hold.７） Note that even if�����holds for any ���, �����～���and hence ��������may occur for some �7��.
This is a reason why we call such a vector���$ ����a pseudo-allocation. Note

also that the lack of the individual survival assumption implies that �������
but �����～���and hence ��������holds for some ����even if  �	and

������� 
hold. Then although������occurs for some ���,��� 〈���still holds since�����������and

������� imply ��� 〈������*+�)��holds. This is indeed a reason
why we also use

〈���besides

〈��. In the argument later of proving a competitive
equilibrium in the economy, we first show that there is a candidate���$ ����for
a competitive equilibrium such that �����for���, �	, and

������� hold．
Thus,���$ ����is shown to be only a feasible pseudo-allocation. We then estab-
lish that indeed ��� 〈��holds for ���owing to resource relatedness of the
economy and aggregate adequacy of the economy. This basic argument is
similar to that of the case with irreducibility of the economy.

We call a vector���8$ 8�68����with 68���9���a competitive equilibrium
when it satisfies the following three conditions:

７）In the case without ordered preferences of Kubota（１９９７），as the extended consumption set of the i-th con-

sumer���, the closed convex hull of０and��is used for each���. Trivially the new consumption sets���con-

tain０．According to this expansion of net trading set, the preference relation :�is also extended properly.

Let ��be
�������, the aggregate extended consumption set. Then a vector ���$ ����is called a pseudo-

allocation if������and  �	hold for���, and called feasible if
������� also holds. Similarly, define

〈��������&�	��"�#��"���and

〈	���	&���. The feasibility of pseudo-allocation���$ ����means ��� 〈���for ���and � 〈	�. Then, even when���$ ���� is feasible pseudo-allocation, it is, however, not necessarily an allocation

since some ��may not be in��. In the case without ordered preferences, it is shown first that a candidate

for a competitive equilibrium is a feasible pseudo-allocation, and then established that it is indeed an alloca-

tion owing to irreducibility of economy. It is also an interesting question to establish the similar result in

economies without individual survival and transitive preferences when the irreducibility assumption is re-

placed with the generalized notion of resource relatedness in this paper.
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（�） The allocation���8$ 8����is feasible.
（�） 68���8;�holds and���������8�implies68����<�.
（�） 68� 8��holds and �	implies�=6� .
Note that when we use the production set Yk of each firm as a primitive con-
cept instead of the aggregate production set, the aggregate profit maximiza-
tion condition（�）is equivalent to the profit maximization condition of each
firm．８）

We also call a vector ���8$ 8�68���� with 68���9���a pseudo quasi-
equilibrium when it satisfies the following three conditions :

（�′） The allocation���8$ 8����is a pseudo feasible allocation.
（�′） 68���8;�holds and ��������8�implies 68���<�for �� ����-68����5�

for some�������.
（�′） 68� 8��holds and �	implies�=68� .

There are two differences in this definition with that of competitive equi-
librium. Since even when �	and

������� hold besides�����,������may
occur for some other���due to the lack of the individual survival assumption,
we use���$ ����as a feasible pseudo allocation. Moreover, owing to the defini-
tion of Debreu（１９６２）, we apply preference maximization under budget con-
straint only to the consumers with cheaper points（�′）. This modification is
necessary since every consumer is unable to be shown to have cheaper points
generally without the resource relatedness condition even with the aggregate
adequacy condition. Thus, we first show the existence of a pseudo quasi-
equilibrium in the economy, and then show that it is indeed a feasible alloca-
tion owing to the resource relatedness condition and the aggregate adequacy
condition.

The following figure illustrates the existence of competitive equilibrium in
a pure exchange economy with two consumers but without the individual sur-
vival assumption.９）

Since each C１ and C２ does not contains the origin, the individual survival as-
sumption does not hold, and hence each consumer can not survive alone.��8��>8��at���8$�>8�implies that���8$�>8�is feasible. Also 68���8�68��>8��for68 implies that income is exhausted at ���8$�>8�with 68. Moreover, since68�?�5�and68�?>5�hold, the cheaper point condition holds at���8$�>8�with

８）See, for example, Debreu（１９５９，３．４．（１），p．４５）．Note also that in this case the income of every consumer

is composed from only his initial endowment when��	
is assumed and hence zero profit to Yk as well as Y

holds because of the choice of price systems in the dual cone of a convex cone Y with the vertex at the origin.

Then it is irrelevant whether consumers to possess the shares of firms or not.

９）This figure is a variant of McKengie（１９９９，Figure２）．
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68. Also, ���������8�→ 68����<�and �>���>��>8�→ 68��>�<�hold, and hence,
each consumer achieves the preference maximization under budget constraint.
Thus, ���8$�>8$68�is a competitive equilibrium. Note that an offer of（4
times）@>by consumer２makes consumer１a better position over A�. This in-
deed implies that the resource relatedness condition holds in this case, as ex-
plained later. The basic point is that the indifference curve passing throughA�
intersects the budget line through A� from above. When the indfference curve
（as a dotted line）passing throughA�tangents the budget line atA�, an offer of
（4 times）@> by consumer２make consumer１move below the budget line
throughA�. It is impossible for consumer１to be better off than atA�by an of-
fer of（4times）,>from consumer２. In this situation, the resource relatedness
condition does not hold. It is violated at（A�,A>）．

We first define resource relatedness of an economy without individual sur-
vival before proceeding to the proof of the existence of competitive equilibrium
in the economy below. We first consider the original definition of resource re-
latedness by Arrow-Hahn（１９７１）where individual survival is assumed. The i-
th consumer is called resource related to the j-th consumer when the following

Figure１．Existence of Competitive Equilibrium without the Individual Survival : Pure Ex-
change Economy Case
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condition holds: There is－BC����forB<�such that for any feasible allocation��"$ �"��there is��"��"��satisfying
�"���"���"���"' &�	�BC��Dwith�"���"��"�

holds for "��and �E���E��E�holds. The basic idea of this definition is that
when consumer i offers one goods that he can such as his labor to the produc-
tion process in the entire economy, then the outcome is to make every con-
sumer not worse off and the j-th consumer better off than before. This defini-
tion owes to the existence of productive goods and commonly desirable con-
sumption goods used in Arrow-Debreu（１９５４）．It also weakens the assumption
that every consumer can offer any goods to the one that every consumer can
offer at least one goods. When the i-th consumer has a sufficient income at a
quasi-equilibrium, he is willing to pay implicitly for the goods that j-th con-
sumer can offer, and as a result, j-th consumer turns out to have a sufficient in-
come as well. This is a main object to employ resource relatedness.

Furthermore, the i-th consumer is called indirectly resource related to the
j-th consumer when there are a series of consumers F������G such that the i-th
consumer is resource related to the h１-th consumer, the h１-th consumer is re-
source related to the h２-th consumer, ……, the FG-th consumer is resource re-
lated to the j-th consumer. That is, the i-th consumer is linked with the j-th
consumer through resource related consumers between them.

In the case without individual survival, however, some of candidates for
competitive equilibrium are only pseudo quasi-equilibria so that they may be
only feasible pseudo-allocations. Thus, we need to have the similar condition
applicable even to feasible pseudo-allocations not only to feasible allocations.
Moreover, although individual survival is assumed in the original definition
and every consumer has at least some goods to offer, in the case without indi-
vidual survival he may have only a bundle of goods to offer instead of some
certain goods. Thus, the definition of resource relatedness without induvidual
survival have to take account of these two aspects. It is defined as following.
The i-th consumer is called resource related to the j-th consumer when the fol-
lowing condition holds:

There isA����such that for any pseudo feasible allocation��"$ �"��with�E��E there is ��"��"�� satisfying
�"���"��'���"����"����"��>�")) &�	�BA��(�HB<��such that �"���"��"�holds for "���, �"�� �" holds for "��>, and�E���E��E�holds, where��� "��I�"��"� �and�>� "��I�"�� �"9�"�.

The basic idea of this definition is analogous to the original. When the i-
th consumer offers some bundle of goods that he can, instead of some certain
goods in the original definition, to the production process in the entire econ-
omy, then an outcome is beneficial for the j-th consumer. Here�"�as well as�"
is in�"for"��>instead of2"���"�2"�in the original definition. The consum-
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ers in�>may gain small enough so that thay may stay within�"\�"from the i-
th consumer’s offer of some bundle of goods from ��to the production process
in the entire economy.１０）When, however，���"and hence �"＝～�"���"�holds
for "��, then feasible pseudo allocations are feasible allocations so that�>� "��I�"�� �"9�"�＝Jor ���� holds, and �BC�is used as A�, the original
definition satisfies the general definition as a special case. Thus this defini-
tion of resource relatedness is considered as a generalization of the original re-
source relatedness in the case without the individual survival assumption.
Note that when the i-th consumer is resource related to the j-th consumer in

this generalized sense there is �E���Ewith �E���E��E�so that non-satiation
over

〈�E����～�E����E&)��(��&�E���holds for the j-th consumer.
The indirectly resource relatedness between the i-th consumer and the j-

th consumer is defined analogously as the original. The i-th consumer is
called indirectly resource related to the j-th consumer when there is a series of
consumers F������G such that the i-th consumer is resource related to the h１-th
consumer, the h１-th consumer is resource related to the h２-th consumer, ……,
and theFG-th consumer is resource related to the j-th consumer. That is, the i-
th consumer is linked with the j-th consumer through resource related con-
sumers between them. We discuss this definition of generalized resource re-
latedness in detail and compare to the original one of Arrow-Hahn（１９７１）and
irreducibility of McKenzie（１９５９，１９８１）in section５．Note that as in the gener-
alized resource relatedness case, when the i-th consumer is indirectly resource
related to the j-th consumer in this generalized sense, there is �E���Ewith�E���E��E�so that non-satiation over

〈�E����～�E) still holds for the j-th consume
as well.

We first list the assumptions necessary to prove the existence of competi-
tive equilibrium in the economy without individual survival. They are as fol-
lowing:

（１）Y is a closed convex cone with the vertex at the origin０．
（２）K&���� ���.
（３）��is non-empty��J�, convex, closed, and bounded below by����������.
（４）�� is a complete preorder, and /0����� ��$������1��-��������� � is

closed��L��1���.
１０）Of course, the simplest generalization of the definition is to use �>� "��I�"�� �"9�"�＝Jor ���� so that

the definition becomes as following: There is A����such that for any pseudo feasible allocation��"$ �"��
with �E��Ethere is ��"��"��satisfying

�"���"��'��"���"�&�	�BA��(�HB<��such that �"���"��"�holds for"��and �E���E��E�holds. This definition supposes that the h-th consumer with �"��"9�" ends up with�"���"so that this consumer gains large enough to move into�"from the i-th consumer’s offer of some bun-

dle of goods from��to the production process in the entire economy. There is, however, a problem with this

definiton. We discuss this point in section５．
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（５）��������implies4������4��������M4������.
（６）int�	�&��#J.
（７）The economy is indirectly resource related.

Since（１）,……，（６）are standard and we already discussed（７）above,
we discuss them briefly. In（１），the aggregate convexity of the production set
Y is used instead of the convexity of the production set of each firm Yk.１１）When
the production set of each firm is convex（and cone），then the aggregate pro-
duction set is convex（and cone）as well.１２）Also when Yk contains the origin０，
owing to the choice of price space, the income from holding the shares of firms
is always zero. Thus, the source of a consumers attributes to his initial endow-
ments although initial endowments of consumers do not appear since net trad-
ing sets are used for consumption sets explicitly in this paper．（２）is necessary
to exclude the set of feasible allocations to be unbounded.

Since��is bounded by ai in（３），C is also bounded by�������!��and
hence��������as well as���������holds. These facts are already used to
define

〈��, 〈���and ��. Since preference relation ��is assumed to satisfy com-
pleteness, the continuity condition in（４）is equivalent to the other three alter-
native conditions：���/0����� ��$������1��-�������� �is open in ��1��, ���������-��������� �and �����-����������N O

is open in �� M����. ����������-��������� �and �����-����������N O
is closed（in ��）M����.１３） Note

also that transitivity of preferences with resect to��gives rise to that with re-
sect to��LP��.１４）（５）is a version of convexity of preferences and gives rise to
that ��������implies4������4��������M4������, weak convexity of pref-
erences under the continuity of preferences（４）.１５） Note also that the convex-
ity condition（５）implies the local non-satiation of preferences as long as non-
satiation������#Jholds at����.
１１）This aggregate convexity condition is used in Debreu（１９５９，５．７（１）（d．２）, p．８４‐５．Notes１．，p．８８）and Uzawa

（１９６２）．

１２）As shown in McKenzie（１９５９），an economy with general convex production sets is transformed into that with

convex cone prodction set once entrepreneurial factors of firms are intoduced. Thus, we employ the aggre-

gate convex cone production set instead of general convex production sets.

１３）For this result, see, for example, Nikaido（１９６８，lemma１５．４p．２３９）or Hildenbrand-Kirman（１９８８，prop２．２，

p．６３）．

１４）Suppose ��������and ����������but ����������. Since ����������is equivalento to ���������by the defini-

tion, ��������and ���������give rise to ����������from transitivity of preference ��. Since ����������is

equivalent to��������2��, this is a contradition to����������，and hence���������follows. Similar argument

gives rise to��������and����������implies���������.

１５）Since（５）implies that���:����→4������4��������M4������it is enough to show ���.����and ���#�
→ 4������4��������M4������. Suppose that there is 4�������satisfying ���4���%4�������4���������������. Then ���4����� :'�����4����&:����������Dholds H4����4����by（４）and（５）and ���4�����'���4���$��(. But���4������������4�����holds again by（５）and ���4����'���4����$�(. Thus a contradiction oc-

curs, and hence���#�→4������4��������M4������. Thus，（５）implies��������→4������4��������M4������. This proof follows Debreu（１９５９，４．７（１），p．６０）
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（６）implies int�	��#J. Free disposal of production, 	Q����, is not as-
sumed. We useR�% 6��	�8I6� ���� �for some �int�	�as the set of prices.１６）

Then since6��	�8and �int�	�imply6� 5�,6�%��6�6� ��R�follows.
Moreover, 6��A;� M6��R� implies A��	�88��	� since 6�A��6� �6��6� ��A���6� �6��A;�holdsM6��	�8.１７）This fact is used later in the
proof of Theorem１．（６）also implies that there are some���～��M���satis-
fying ��%���������*+�	�. Then profit maximization（�）implies 6��5���6� 8�, and6���5�holds for some consumers since�;6���M���gives rise
to6��=�. That is, these consumers have cheaper points at price p.
（７）, then, as seen later, implies that every consumer who is resource re-

lated with the consumers with cheaper points also turns up to have a cheaper
point as well. Thus, as long as there is at least one consumer with a cheaper
point the other consumers also end up with having cheaper points under indi-
rect resource relatedness. This corresponds to that in the case with irreduci-
bility.１８）（７）also implies non-satiation over

〈�E����〈���&�����～�E(＝(�E&�E��, there
is �������with �����������. Thus, when a consumer has a cheaper point at a
pseudo quasi-equilibrium���8$ 8$68����, his demand point turns out to belong
to

〈�E����～�E(＝(�E&�E��and hence non-satiation �����8��#Jholds from the gener-
alized indirect resource relatedness.

The following figure illustrates the situation corresponding to the famous
Allow’s corner example in a pure exchange economy without the individual
survival assumption. In this figure competitive equilibrium does not exist. It
turns out that the resource relatedness condition does not hold in this case.

Notice first the consumption set of consumer１does not contain the origin.
Thus, imdividual survival does not hold for consumer１．Note also that the
lower boundary of the consumer set of consumer１contains straight line seg-
ment unlike in original Arrow’s corner case. Then the same reason used in Ar-
row’s corner implies that���>��>�6�is a quasi-equilibrium in the case without
the individual survive assumption. That is,���>��>�is feasible,6��>��，and,����������>�→6����=�and）�>���>��>�→6��>�=�hold. However,���������>�
→6����<�, does not hold for consumer１since the indifference curve passing
though��> intersects to the budget line at��>. Indeed, the demand point of
consumer１under p is ��, not ��>. On the other hand, �>���>��>�→6��>�<�
holds for consumer２since the indifference curve passing though �>is tangent
to the budget line at�>. Thus，���>��>�6�is not a competitive equilibrium but
only a quasi-equilibrium.

１６）As seen below,R�is non-empty, convex, and compact from lemm１．

１７）Since Y is a closed convex cone,	��	�88holds. See, for example, Nikaido（１９６８，Theorem３．４，p．３４）for this

result.

１８）See section５for the discussion about resource relatedness and irreducibility.
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The reason for���>��>�6�not to be a competitive equilibrium is that the
resource relatedness condition is violated at���>��>�. Since the indifference
curve passing through �> is tangent to the budget line at �>, an offer of（4
times）@� by consumer１makes consumer２move below the budget line
through�>. That is, an offer of（4times）@�from consumer１is unable to make
consumer２better off than at�>. Thus, the resource relatedness condition does
not hold in this situation. Similarly, although z１ and z２ are demand points of
both consumers，�A��A>�6��is not a competitive equilibrium since�A��A>��is not
feasible, i.e.,A��A>�#�. Indeed, when we consider FFi, the offer curves of both
consumers, i＝１，２，there is no competitive equilibrium in this case since
there is no intersection between FF１ and －FF２. Notice that －x２＋z２＜０im-
plies that this economy satisfies the aggregate adequacy condition, i.e., this
economy is sufficiently productive. Note that the condition required by re-
source relatedness holds at��A>�A>��. That is, since the indifference curve pass-
ing through －z２ cuts the budget line at －z２, an offer of（4times）@>by con-
sumer２makes consumer１better off than at －z２. It is possible for consumer
１to be better off than at－z２by an offer of（4times）@>from consumer２．

Figure２．Arrow's Corner without Individual Survival
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3. Some Lemmas
We need to show thatR�and��%�������are non-empty, convex, and com-

pact. We first show thatR�is non-empty, convex, and compact.

Lemma１：Under (1), (2), and (6), R�is non-empty, convex, and compact.

Proof. See Appendix ■

We next show that��%�������is non-empty, convex, and compact. By the
definition of��, it is enough to show that

〈���is non-empty, convex, and compact
for this purpose.

Lemma２：Under (1), (2), (3),and (6),

〈���is non-empty, convex, and compact.

Proof. See Appendix ■

Note first that

〈��is also（non-empty, convex, and）compact since

〈���〈���.
Let K�RN be a hypercube around０satisfying int�)�Q〈���and

〈	�for ���. Then
～��is defined as��&).

～��is non-empty, convex, and compact．Define mi :R�→R
by mi(p)＝min 6���-���� ～��}. mi(p) is his subsistence level of income over

～��at
a price level p. Note that since

～��is non-empty and compact, there is ���～��
satisfying mi(p)＝6���for any6�R�. Also,��is defined as the convex hull of

～��
and {０}. Then, we define the modified demand correspondence of the i-th con-
sumer in the economy, Di :R�→��, by

Di (p)� ��� ～��-6��;�����～��and���������6���<��if �<S��6�� ��� ��-6��;��if �;S��6�$
Here we use

～�� and �� instead of ��. This is necessary to get the non-
emptiness of budget sets in the consumption sets truncated by K. In the case of�<S��6�, Di(p) is also considered to be mapped into ��as well since Di(p)�～�����holds from the definition.

Note that ���� ��-6���;��is non-empty for6�R�since����holds ow-
ing to the definition of��regardless of whether�;S��6�or�<S��6�holds for6�R�. In fact, due to the lack of the individual survival assumption,�5S��6�
is possible to occur for some6�R�．Then, ���� ～��-6���;���Jmay occur, and
hence his budget set in

～��is empty.１９）This is the reason to use��as the convex
combination of

～��and {０} instead of
～��, particularly, in the case of �5S��6�.

Then even when�5S��6�occurs for6�R�,�� ���� ��-6���;���9Jstill holds.
Thus, Di(p)� ���� ��-6���;���T��is non-empty even in the case of�5S��6�．
Similarly when��S��6�occurs for6�R�, then Di(p)� ���� ��-6���;��is also
non-empty since �� ���� ��-6���;���9Jholds as well. Thus in the case of

１９） ���� -6���;��&���Jmay occur, and hence, the budget set in��may be empty as well.
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�;S��6�, Di(p) is non-empty.
Note also that since �����is expressed as a convex combination of some

points in
～��and ���, �;S��6�, i.e．，�;6�AMA�～��, implies�;6���M�����.

In the case of�=S��6�, ���� ～��-6���;�����is non-empty for6�R�from the
definition of mi(p). Also when �<6���H�����holds, there is 4�����(and���� ～�� with 4������ so that �<6����, and hence, �<S��U�holds. Thus�<S��U�is equivalent to�<6���for some�����.
Lemma３：Under (3), (4), and (5), when ����V��6�&〈����satisfies０＞mi(p) for��., then ����������implies 6����<�．Moreover, when non-satiation��������#J�
holds,����������implies 6����=�
Proof. See Appendix ■

This lemma implies that for���satisfying�<S��6�,���V��6�is indeed a
demand point not only over

～��but also over ��. That is, this lemma implies
that a competitive equilibrium in the truncated economy is indeed a competi-
tive equilibrium in the original untruncated economy. Thus, it is sufficient to
show that the cheaper condition,�<S��6�, and the demand condition over

～��
holdM���in order to establish that the demand condition（�）of competitive
equilibrium holdsM���. Note that, as already mentioned, indirect resource re-
latedness（７）gives rise to non-satiation���������#J�over

〈�E��M���.

Lemma４：Under (3), (4), and (5), when ����V��6�&〈����satisfies �<S��6�and
non-satiation��������#J�, then 6�����holds.

Proof. See Appendix ■

This lemma implies that consumers with a cheaper point exhausts income
at his demand point with price p. Note that ����V��6�&〈���) satisfying０＞mi

(p) implies ���～��so that in fact ��� 〈����(���&〈���) follows. The following is a
simple consequence of this lemma.

Corollary : Under (3), (4), (5), and (7), suppose that there is �������satisfying���V��6�M���and �%�������������V��6��&	�, and that there is some ���.
with�<S���6�．Then6������holds.

Proof. See Appendix ■

Although���9��in this corollary does not satisfy the cheaper point condi-
tion �<S��6�, where ��is ����-S���6�<��N

, the definition of Di (p), however,
implies that ��6���holds for ���V��6�. Thus, �%�������������V��6��&	�
implies 6�����M���regardless of whether �;S��6�or０＞mi (p) holds for6�R�, and hence 6���� holds. Then since the definition of R� implies6� ;�M �	,6����holds for��	implies that x maximizes the profit over
Y. Thus, this price p is indeed a candidate for a competitive equilibrium price．
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This suggests that as long as we can show the existence of such a aggregate
consumption bundle ��%��������������V��6��&	�, with the aid of Debreu
（１９５６）’s generalization of Gale-Nikaido’s lemma, the profit maximization
condition（�）holds automatically. We do not need to worry about the profit
maximization condition in the production side of the economy in this situation.

The basic fact on this modified demand correspondence is the following re-
sult on its continuity even without the individual survival assumption,����.
Lemma５：Under (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (7), the modified demand correspon-
dence of the i-th consumer W�IX�→～�� is a non-empty, convex, and compact-
valued upper hemi-continuous correspondence.

Proof. See Appendix.■

The next result is the most crucial implication of the generalized resource
relatedness condition in the case without individual survival. Even without
individual survival, a consumer who is resource related to a consumer with a
cheaper point also has a cheaper point at a pseudo quasi-equilibrium. This is
the generalization of the lemma in Arrow-Hahn（１９７１）to the case without in-
dividual survival.２０）

Lemma６：Under (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (7), when ���8$ 8�68���� with68���9���is a pseudo quasi-equilibrium and consumer i has a cheaper point,
consumer i’ who is resource related to consumer i also has a cheaper point.
Similarly, when consumer i has a cheaper point, then consumer i’ who is indi-
rectly resource related to consumer i also has a cheaper point.

Proof. See Appendix ■

From this lemma, the sufficient income accruing from（６）spreads over
the entire consumers under general resource relatedness（７）even in the case
without individual survival,����. This is same as Lemma８, the one that ir-
reducibility gives rise to in the case without individual survival．

The following figure illustrates this lemma in an exchange economy with
two consumers without the individual survive assumption．From this figure,6����5�holds for 6�and 6���>�=�holds for �>���>. Thus, consumer１has a
cheaper point but consumer２does not have any cheaper point at 6�．Since������>��is feasible and consumer２is resource related to consumer１，HA>��>$�������������>����>$������>����4A>. In the figure, we use ���������4A> and�>����>��4A>� ��4A>��>�. Since ������>��6��is supposed as a quasi-equilibrium
and consumer１has a cheaper point, ��� is a demand point at 6�although������>��6�� is indeed not a quasi-equilibrium in the figure. Thus,

２０）See, Allow-Hahn（１９７１，ch．５，sec．４，lemma４）．
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6��������6����>���4A>�<�holds. Since 6���>����implies 6��A>5�, and con-
sumer ２turns out to have a cheaper point, a contradiction. This implies that
when resource related holds the indifference curve must intersect the budget
line from above at ���as in the figure since 6��������6����>���4A>�<�does not
hold if the indifference curve through ���, as shown as the dotted curve in the
figure, is tangent to the budget line with6�.２１）

We define the modified aggregate demand correspondence of consumersVIR�→�by D(p)�����V��6�, where ��������. From the above lemma５, this
correspondence D(・) is non-empty, convex, and compact valued, and upper
hemi-continuous. Since 6�������6���;�, and hence 6��;�holds by the
definition of���V��6�for���,6�W�6�;�, i.e.,6�A;�MA�V�6�, holdsM6�R�．
Note that since D(・) does not express aggregate excess demand, this inequality
is not same as Walras’ law, which Gale-Nikaido’s lemma assumes. Here, on the
other hand, uses this inequality and Debreu（１９５６）’s method in the proof of
the generalization of Gale-Nikaido’s lemma.

We also define the correspondence corresponding to a price adjustment

２１）Since, we use���������4A>,�>����>�in the figure, resource relatedness is indeed equivalent to irreducibility．

The irreducibility condition is discussed in section５．

Figure３．An Illustration of Lemma６
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rule in the Walrasian tatonnement process. LetYI�ZR�be a correspondence
defined byY�A�� 6��R�� -6��A=6�AM6�R��.
Lemma７：Under (1), (2), (3), and (6), the price adjustment correspondenceYI�ZR�is a non-empty, convex, and compact-valued upper hemi-continuous
correspondence.

Proof. See Appendix.■

Note that this price adjustment process is used to aggregate excess de-
mand in the usual argument of Gale-Nikaido’s lemma, on the other hand, here,
it is used to aggregate demand instead of aggregate excess demand.

4. Existence of Competitive Equilibrium
With the aid of Debreu（１９５６）’s method employed in the proof of the gen-

eralization of Gale-Nikaido’s lemma, we can establish the existence of competi-
tive equilibrium in this setting without employing the inverse supply corre-
spondence owing to McKenzie（１９５５，１９５９，１９８１），since the profit maximization
condition（�）′holds automatically at its candidate as seen below.

Theorem１：Under (1), (2), …, and (7), there exists a competitive equilibrium in
the economy.

Proof. Define the correspondence Y1VIR�1�→R�1� by �Y1V��6$A��Y�A�1V�6�for�6$A��R�1�. It is non-empty, convex, and compact valued, and up-
per hemi-continuous. Then from Kakutani’s fixed point theorem, there is�6[$ [���Y1V��6[$ [��Y� [�1V�6[����R�1���．Then �=6[� [=6� [holds M6�R�and hence  [���	�8�8�	follows. Since  [�V�6[�implies  [��[�������[
for some ��[�V��6[�, ���, �[�'�����V�6[��&	(, thus, ���[$ [���� is a feasible
pseudo-allocation in the economy. Note that���[$ [����is not necessarily an al-
location at this moment. Then, as already shown after the corollary,6[� [�6[��[��holds and hence,  [ satisfies the aggregate profit condition
（�）since 6[�R�implies 6[� ;�M �	. Since（６）also implies that there
are some ���～��M���satisfying ��%���������*+�	�, 6[�R� implies 6[���6[���������5�． Thus the set of consumers I１%����-6[���5�for some���～������� is non-empty. Note first that since ���[$ [���� is a feasible pseudo-
allocation, ��[� 〈���&�and 6[���[��hold for ���. Note also that, as already
mentioned,��[�V��6[�is indeed a demand point over��not only over

～��M����．
That is，M����, ���� ��with 6[����;�implies ��[��������．Moreover, since
（５）and（７）imply the local non-satiation over

〈����,������with ����������[�&〈����) implies 6[����=���6[���[�M����.
Let �>%�9��．Then, as already shown,�"[��"and��6[��"[holds M"��>．

Since（７）implies that"��>%�9��is indirectly connected to����, lemma６im-
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plies that h also has a cheaper point over �", and hence �"[��V"�6[�&〈�"��) is in-
deed a demand point over

～�"M"��>．Of course, then �"[�V"�6[�is a demand
point over �" not only over

～�"M"��>． Thus ��[ is a demand point over ��M���and the usual demand condition（�）holds M���．Moreover, since��[���M���and  [�	hold, ���[$ [���� is indeed a feasible allocation, and
hence balanced condition（�）holds as well．Therefore the vector���[$ [$6[����is a competitive equilibrium in the economy. ■

The step to show �[�� [��	in the above proof uses the proof of Debreu’s
（１９５６）generalization of Gale-Nikaido’s lemma in the literature．It can be
stated as follows.

Theorem（Debreu，１９５６）：Let C be a closed, convex cone with vertex０in R N,
which is not a linear manifold; let \be its polar. If the correspondence]from�&R� to R N is upper hemi-continuous and bounded, and if for every p in�&R�
the set ]�U�is non-empty, convex, and satisfies 6�]�U�;�, then there is a 6̂in�&R� satisfying\&]�6̂��#J.２２）

See Debreu（１９５６）for this result．Debreu（１９５９，Gale-Nikaido’s lemma
p．８２）is a special case of this result where C is��� and Γ is������．The produc-
tion set here is a closed convex cone with its non-empty interior．Thus by re-
garding this production set as the dual cone of the price cone in the Debreu’s
result, we can dispense with McKenzie’s（１９５５，５９，８１）inverse supply corre-
spondence, and deal without free disposability as long as the local non-
satiation and the aggregate adequacy assumption are met．In McKenzie
（１９５５，５９）the inverse supply correspondence is originally used to get a compos-
ite mapping from the space of prices into itself．On the other hand, in Debreu
（１９５６）the method of the proof uses a mapping from the Cartesian product of
the space of prices and the space of feasible consumptions into itself．Then,
since the production set is assumed to be closed convex cone, a corresponding
equilibrium supply point is determined accordingly when the Debreu（１９５６）’
approach is used．The approach with inverse supply correspondence itself, of
course, is interesting and appeals a lot of economics sense.

5. Resource Relatedness and Irreducibility
This section discusses resource relatedness and irreducibility. One of the

crucial aspects in the proof of the existence of competitive equilibrium in mar-
ket economies is to assure that every consumer has cheaper points at a quasi-
equilibrium．For this purpose, Arrow-Debreu（１９５４，Theorem２）use, besides
the individual survival assumption, the assumption that every consumer has a

２２）Here S N is the unit sphere in RN.
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productive goods which produces more of goods that are commonly desirable to
every consumer．This corresponds to the fact that labors of consumers are
useful in the world．For the same purpose, McKenzie（１９５９）use irreducibility,
besides individual survival, that is based on the situation where each con-
sumer has something, not necessarily labor, that is desirable to the rest of con-
sumers. Debreu（１９５９）use the strong individual survival condition of Arrow-
Debreu（１９５４，Theorem１）where every consumer can provide some of all goods
from his initial endowment．All of these suppose the individual survival as-
sumption where the initial endowments of consumers are in their consump-
tion sets, so that they can survive even without trading other consumers
though markets.

The original definition of resource relatedness by Arrow-Hahn（１９７１）is
a condition which generalizes the existence of productive goods used in Arrow-
Dereu（１９５４，Theorem２）．We first consider the case with productive goods.
Let D be the set of goods which are desirable commonly to all consumers．
Then good _is defined as a productive goods when  �	implies  _;�andH ��	satisfying  ̀; ̀�M̀ �#_and a5 a�Ha�#W．Let P be the set of the pro-
ductive goods．The condition used in Arrow-Dereu（１９５４，Theorem２）is that
each consumer has a �"���"&������9����satisfying �"_5�H_�� and the
economy satisfies ��"���"�	�&�����������#J, a version of the aggregate ade-
quacy condition. Note first that��"&�������9������#Jimplies the individual
survival assumption. Since the simplex is used for the price set in Arrow-
Dereu（１９５４）, this aggregate adequacy condition implies that some consumer
satisfies the cheaper point condition at every price vector. Moreover, since the
consumers with cheaper points are willing to pay for the desirable goods, the
prices of these goods become positive and hence the imputation gives rise to
that the prices of productive goods become positive as well. Then each con-
sumer has at least one productive goods so that he turns out to have a cheaper
point and a sufficient income level. Thus every consumer has a cheaper point
at each price vector. Then the demand correspondence of each consumer is up-
per hemi-contious on the price set, and the proof goes along with the fixed
point theorem argument. Thus the point in this argument is that each con-
sumer has a goods whose price is positive all the time and he has a cheaper
point all the time as well. This concept of productive goods and desirable goods
is generalized to resource relatedness of Arrow-Hahn（１９７１）and irreducibility
of McKenzie（１９５９），respectively.

The definition of resource relatedness in Arrow-Hahn（１９７１）, where indi-
vidual survival is assumed, is defined as following. The i-th consumer is called
resource related to the j-th consumer when the following condition holds:
There is�BC����forB<�such that for any feasible allocation��"$ �"��there
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is��"��"��satisfying
�"���"���"���"&�	�BC��with �"���"��"�holds for "��

and �E���E��E�holds. The basic idea of this definition is that when consumer i
offers one goods that he can such as his labor to the production process in the
entire economy, then the outcome is to make every consumer not worse off and
the j-th consumer better off than before. This definition owes to the existence
of productive goods and commonly desirable consumption goods used in
Arrow-Debreu（１９５４）to weaken the assumption that every consumer can offer
any goods to the one that every consumer can offer at least one goods. When
the i-th consumer has a sufficient income at a quasi-equilibrium, he is willing
to pay implicitly for the goods that j-th consumer can offer, and as a result, j-th
consumer turns out to have a sufficient income as well. This is a main object
to employ resource relatedness. Furthermore, the i-th consumer is called indi-
rectly resource related to the j-th consumer when there is a series of consumersF�� ����G such that the i-th consumer is resource related to the h１-th consumer,
the h１-th consumer is resource related to the h２-th consumer, ……, the hm-th
consumer is resource related to the j-th consumer. That is, the i-th consumer
is linked with the j-th consumer through resource related consumers between
them.

In the case without individual survival, on the other hand, some of candi-
dates for competitive equilibrium are only pseudo quasi-equilibria so that they
may be only feasible pseudo-allocations. Thus, we need to apply the same ar-
gument even to feasible pseudo-allocations not only to feasible allocations.
Moreover, since individual survival is assumed in the original definition and
every consumer has at least some goods to offer, in the case without individual
survival he may have only a bundle of goods to offer instead of some certain
goods. Thus, the definition of resource relatedness in the case without individ-
ual surrival have to take account of these two aspects. It is defined as follow-
ing. The i-th consumer is called resource related to the j-th consumer when
the following condition holds: There isA����such that for any pseudo feasible
allocation��"$ �"��with �E��Ethere is��"��"��satisfying

�"���"��'��"����"����"��>�"��&�	�BA��(�HB<��such that �"���"��"�holds for "���, �"���"
holds for "��>, and �E���E��E� holds, where ��� "��I�"��"� � and�>� "��I�"��"9�"N O

. This is already used in section２.
The basic idea of this definition is analogous to the original and when the

i-th consumer offers some bundle of goods that he can, instead of some certain
goods in the original definition, to the production process in the entire econ-
omy, then an outcome is beneficial for the j-th consumer. Here�"�as well as �"
is in �" for"��> instead of b"���"��"�in the original definition. This means
that consumers in �> gain small enough to stay within �" from the i-th con-
sumer’s offer of some bundle of goods from ��to the production process in the
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entire economy. When, however,���"and hence�"�～�"���"�holds for"��,
then feasible pseudo allocations are feasible allocations so that�>� "��I�"���"9�"��Jor����holds and�BC�is used as zi. The original definition satisfies
the general definition as a special case. Thus this definition of resource relat-
edness is considered as a generalization of the original resource relatedness to
the case without the individual survival assumption.

The indirectly resource relatedness between the i-th consumer and the j-
th consumer is defined analogously as above. The i-th consumer is called indi-
rectly resource related to the j-th consumer when there are a series of consum-
ers F�� ����G such that the i-th consumer is resource related to the h１-th con-
sumer, the h１-th consumer is resource related to the h２-th consumer, ……, the
hm-th consumer is resource related to the j-th consumer. That is, the i-th con-
sumer is linked with the j-th consumer through resource related consumers
between them.

In the proof of lemma６，the crucial part with using the generalized re-
source relatedness is indeed that for a pseudo feasible allocation��"$ �"��with�E��Ethere are A����and ��"��"��satisfying

�"���"��'��"����"����"��>�"��&�	�BA��(�HB<��such that�"���"��"�holds for"���,�"���"holds for"��>,
and�E���E��E�holds, where��� "��I�"��"� �and�>� "��I�"� ��"9�"O. We
may use as the simplest generalized definition with using �>� "��I�"���"9�"O�Jor����so that it is expressed as following : There is A����such
that for any pseudo feasible allocation��"$ �"��with�E��Ethere is��"��"��sat-
isfying

�"���"��'��"���"�&�	�BA��(�HB<��such that �"���"��"�holds for"��and�E���E��E�holds. This definition supposes that the h-th consumer with�"��"9�" ends up with �"���" so that this consumer gains large enough to
move into�"from the i-th consumer’s offer of some bundle of goods from��to
the production process in the entire economy. There is, however, a problem
with this definition to establish the result similar to lemma６since �"��L�is
not defined for�"��"9�". We may use�"���"��"�only for h with�"��"9�".
Note that the h-th consumer with �"��"9�" does not have cheaper points
over �" not over �" at a price p, and hence 68��"�<�may occur for h with�"��"9�". He may, however, have a cheaper points over �". The proof of
lemma６uses the fact that �"���"��"8�Z68��"�=�, 68��"�=�, �"���"�, for "�
with �"���"�9�"�, and �E���E��E8�Z68��E8<�to get

�"��68��"�<�. Thus when�"���"for"�with�"���"�9�"�is used,
�"��68��8"<�holds．This is a reason to

use instead of
�"���" in the definition of generalized resource relatedness in

this paper. Thus,�"���" is reguired for h with �"��"9�" in the definition of
generalized resource relatedmess instead of �"���" in the simple generaliza-
tion of the original definition.

We next consider the irreducibility of McKenzie（１９５９，８１）．The original defi-
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nition of irreducibility with individual survival is following :

Let（I１, I２）be a partition of the set of the consumers into two non-empty
subsets. If���$ ����is a allocation such that ,��� 〈��for����,�"� 〈�"for"��>,
and  �	, then H���[����� such that ������[����� �1������, H [�	, A��"��>�",�������[� [� ��"��>4"A"for some4"<�,�����[�������M����and���[���������
at least some�����.
Since the individual survival assumption is used, as in the case with original
resource relatedness,���$ ����in this definition is a feasible allocation, i.e.,���〈��for����,�"� 〈�" for"��>and

������� �	. In the case of pure exchange

economy with two consumers, it ends up with�����[����>�4>A>�����4>A>.
The definition of irreducibility in economies without individual survival is fol-
lowing :

（７′）Let（I１, I２）be a partition of the set of the consumers into two non-empty
subsets. If���$ ����is a pseudo-allocation such that , ���～��for ����, �"��"
for "��>, and  �	, then H���[����� such that ������[����� �1������, H [�	,A��"��>�",�������[� [� ���"��>4"A"�for some4"<�,������[��������M����
and���[���������at least some�����．

Since the individual survival assumption is not used, as in the case with
generalized resource relatedness,���$ ����in this definition is only a feasible
pseudo-allocation, i.e.,���～��for����,�"��" for"��>. Thus,�", the convex
hull of０and

～��, is used for "��> instead of �", the original consumption set,
since the consumption bundle of some consumer at a candidate for a competi-
tive equilibrium may be out of his consumption set due to the lack of the indi-
vidual survival assumption,����. Moreover,

〈��in the definition of the origi-
nal irreducibility condition is replaced with

～��for ���� in this generalized
version of irreducibility. As in（７），generalized irreducibility implies that Ri

is non-satiated over
～��when we choose {i} as I１ in the definition, and hence Ri

is locally non-satiated over

〈����as well, owing to（５）and

〈�����～��. Non-satiation
over

～��is crucial to assure the non-emptiness of modified demand correspon-
dences in lemma３．Also locally non-satiation over

〈����is crucial to get that all
income is spent at demand points. As in the generalized resource relatedness,
this is one reason for this change in the definition of irreducibility due to the
lack of the individual survival assumption,����.

McKenzie（１９８１，Theorem１）proves in the case with ordered preferences
the existence of competitive equilibrium with a version of irreducibility using
only

〈�"instead of �"for"��>．But it require a complicated argument that an
allocation at a candidate for a competitive equilibrium is feasible.２３） For the
same purpose we use

～��instead of

〈��for ���� besides �" instead of

〈�" for
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"��>．Then we can show below to dispense with this complicated argument al-
though we use a stronger version of irreducibility. As mentioned above,

McKenzie（１９８１，lemma１）shows that a feasible pseudo-allocation���[$ [����is
indeed a feasible allocation. The original irreducibility is shown to be enough
to establish that I２ is empty in the proof of McKenzie（１９８１，Theorem１）．Thus
it is desirable to show that even in the approach of this paper a feasible pseudo

-allocation���[$ [����is indeed a feasible allocation and hence that the original
irreducibility is enough for emptiness of I２ in the proof of Theorem１．McKen-
zie（１９８１，lemma１）uses utility representation owing to continuity and tran-
sitivity of preferences to get this result, so that of course the same approach
works here as well. However, it is interesting whether the same result is ob-
tained even without appealing to desirable to utility representation, and it is
left here for a future research topic.

Since the resource relatedness condition is only employed in lemma６and
the corollary to lemma４，the other lemma still hold as well in the case with ir-
reducibility. As to the corollary to lemma４，resource relatedness is used to get
non-satiation at�����V���6�& 〈����)，which is a condition of lemma４．Since irre-
ducibility also implies non-satiation over pseudo feasible allocations, the con-
dition necessary to the corollary to lemma４follows as well, and the corollary
to lemma４follows with irreducibility instead of resource relatedness. Thus, it
is enough to show the result similar to lemma６．In the case with irreducibil-
ity, the following lemma８is the lemma analogous to lemma６in the case with
resource relatedness.

Lemma８：Under（１），（２），（３），（４），（５），（６），and（７′），when���8$ 8$68����with 68���9���is a pseudo quasi-equilibrium, then each con-
sumer has a cheaper point.

Proof. See Appendix ■

Note that when irreducibility holds in the exchange economy with two
consumers the similar situation as of Figure３occurs as well.２４）

We can show the existence of competitive equilibrium in the economy with
irreducibility.

Theorem２：Under (1), (2),…… and (7’), there exists a competitive equilibrium
in the economy.

２３）See McKenzie（１９８１，lemma１and its proof, p．８２７‐８）．From this result, it is indeed possible to use the origi-

nal irreducibility as in McKenzie（１９８１，Theorem２）instead of stronger version of irreducibility here. This is an

interesting isseu and left for a further development.

２４）This irreducibility case corresponds to the case with �>����>�, ���������4A> in Figure３． This is indeed the

situation where resource relatedness is explained in Figure３．When�>��4A>��>holds, in fact strong irreduci-

bility（McKenzie（２００２，ch．５））holds as well since��>��4A>�������4A>���holds.
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Proof. Define the correspondenceY1VIR�1�→ R�1�by�Y1V��6$A��Y�A�1V�6�for�6$A��R�1�, and is non-empty, convex, and compact valued, and up-

per hemi-continuous. Then from Kakutani’s fixed point theorem, there is�6[$ [���Y1V��6[$ [��Y� [�1V�6[����R�1���. Then �=6[� [=6� [holds M6�R�
and hence  [���	�8�8�	follows. Since  [�V�6[�implies  [��[�%������[�for
some ��[�V��6[�,���, �[�'����V��6[�&	(, thus,���[$ [�6[����is a pseudo quasi-
equilibrium in the economy. Note that���[$ [����is not necessarily an alloca-
tion at this moment. Then, as already shown, 6[� [�6[��[��holds and hence, [ satisfies the aggregate profit condition（�）since 6[�R� implies6[� ;�M �	. Lemma８then implies that ��[��V��6[�&～��} holds and hence��[is a demand point over

～��M���. Then ��[is a demand point over ��M���.
Thus the usual demand condition（�）holds M���. Moreover, since��[���M���and  [�	hold, ���[$ [���� is indeed a feasible allocation, and

hence balanced condition（１）holds as well. Therefore the vector ���[$ [$6[����is a competitive equilibrium in the economy. ■

6. Concluding Remarks
Since there are other issues to be discussed on the relation of resource re-

latedness as well as irreducibility with the existence of competitive equilib-
rium, these are briefly discussed below.

Without ordered preferences: From the works of Shafer-Sonnenshein
（１９７５）and Gale-MasColell（１９７５）, ordered preferences are eliminated in econo-
mies which have competitive equilibrium. McKenzie（１９８１，Theorem３）then
shows that economies without ordered preferences still have competitive equi-
librium even the individual survival assumption is eliminated when the irre-
ducibility assumption（McKenzie（１９８１，（６′′）））used in the last section is em-
ployed. McKenzie（１９８１，Theorem３），however, employs the excess demand
approach as in this paper after deriving utility functions from non-ordered
preferences, and does not employ the abstract economy approach used by
Shafer-Sonnenshein（１９７５）and Gale-MasColell（１９７５）．On the other hand,
Kubota（１９９７a）establishes the existence of competitive equilibrium in econo-
mies without ordered preferences and the individual survival assumption but
with the irreducibility assumption（McKenzie（１９８１，（６′′）））used in the last
section, with using the abstract economy approach of Shafer-Sonnenshein
（１９７５）and Gale-MasColell（１９７５）．Thus, it is an interesting exercise to estab-
lish the existence of competitive equilibrium in economies without ordered
preferences and the individual survival assumption but with the generalized
resource relatedness condition used in this paper instead of irreducibility, with
using the abstract economy approach used in Kubota（１９９７a）．On the other
hand, Sonnenshein（１９７１）shows that convex preferences with open graph im-
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plies demand correspondences are upper hemi-continuos at prices where
cheaper point condition holds. Thus, it seems an open question whether it is
possible to use the simple excess demand approach with open graph property
of Ph as in Sonnenshein（１９７１）not as in McKenzie（１９８１）, instead of the ab-
stract economy approach, with resource relatedness or irreducibility, to estab-
lish the existence of competitive equilibrium in economies without ordered
preferences and the individual survival assumption.

Relative interiority: In this paper, the aggregate production set is assumed
to have interior points in（６）．As shown in McKenzie（１９５９，１９８１），it is pos-
sible to dispense with this interiority assumption with the relative interior as-
sumption such as rel.int（Y）&rel.int����#J. The essence of the argument is as
following. First, introduce one extra goods so that the production set in the ex-
tended economy including the extra goods satisfies the interior assumption,
then apply the existence result with the interiority assumption, and finally
show that as the extended economy shrinks the limit of competitive equilibria
in the extended economies is equivalent to a competitive equilibrium in the
original economy without the extra goods. The same argument still holds here
as well.

Infinitely many commodities: Bewley（１９７２）establishes the existence of
competitive equilibrium in economies with infinitely many commodities．
Bewley（１９７２）used L∞ as the commodity space and shows that the limit of
quasi-equilibrium in finite dimensional subeconomies is a competitive equilib-
rium in the original economy. It seems possible to establish the existence of
quasi-equilibrium in economies without individual survival in L∞ as the com-
modity space with using the same argument of Bewley（１９７２）showing the
limit of quasi-equilibrium in finite dimensional subeconomies is a competitive
equilibrium in the original economy since the existence of quasi-equilibrium in
economies with finitely many commodities does not require the individual sur-
vival assumption. However, because of non-joint continuity of evaluation map
in infinite dimensional spaces, it turns out that it is in fact impossible to show
that the limit of pseudo-quasi-equilibrium in finite dimensional subeconomies
is a quasi-equilibrium in the original infinite dimensional economy. Of course,
if irreducibility is assumed to be satisfied in any finite dimensional subecono-
mies, then every pseudo-quasi-equilibrium in finite dimensional subeconomies
is a competitive equilibrium, and hence so is the limit. However, this irreduci-
bility in subeconomies is rather strong since irreducibility is assumed to hold
only in the original infinite dimensional economy. It seems still an open ques-
tion whether the individual survival assumption is necessary or not in econo-
mies with infinitely many commodities.
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Appendix : Proofs of Lemmas

These proofs are all standard but given here for completeness.
Proof of lemma１：Since（２）implies from the separation theorem of con-

vex sets, there is some 6��#�such that 6�� ;�for  �	, 6���	�89���holds．
Then �int�	���#J�implies6�� 5�，and hence6��%�6��6�� �R�．ThusR�is
non-empty. Since�	�8and 6I6� ���� �are convex and closed, so isR�%�	�8&6I6� ���� �. Thus it is enough to show that R�is bounded. Suppose that
there is 6d� �d��e �R�with 6df fZe asdZe. Consider a sequence 6�d� �d��e ��	�8，
where 6�d is defined as 6�d�6df f. Then the compactness of the unit ball and6�df f��imply that there is 6���#��such that 6�dZ6�as dZe. Since�	�8 is
closed, 6���	�89���holds. Also consider 6�d� %6d� �6df f���6df ffor d��� ��>����� �. Then 6df fZe and 6�dZ6� imply that 6�d� Z6�� ��asdZe．
Then6���	�89���and �int�	�imply that there is ��	with6�� �<�. This
is a contradiction to 6���	�89���. ThusR�is bounded, and hence compact. Q.
E. D.
Proof of lemma２：Since

〈���is an intersection of convex sets, it is convex.
Also（６）implies that there is some �����M���satisfying ��%��������	.
That is,����������holds. Then ���〈��and �� 〈

Y hold, and（

〈���）〈���is non-
empty. Let ���〈���. Then by the definition, ��� ���gC�for some  �	andg<�, and hence  � 〈	�．Since ���h���� and  � 〈	�hold,h;��� ���gC�; 
holds. Thus when we show the boundedness of

〈	�, we can also show that of

〈��
as well. Suppose

〈	�is not bounded, and hence there is a sequence� d�d��e � 〈	�
such that  df fZe holds as dZe．Note that the above inequality implies d=Md��. Let id�  df f. Since idZ�e as dZ�e, �;�id;�holds for
sufficiently larged．Moreover the convexity of Y and��	implies �id d��id d�����id���	for sufficiently larged． Note that  didjjjj jjjj��Md��by the definition
implies  didZ �with  �jj jj��without loss of generality owing to the compact-
ness of the unit sphere. Since Y is closed from（１）， ��	 follows．Also, did=idMd��$>$���implies �=�in the limit. Thus ���must hold from（２）．
This is, however, a contradiction to  �jj jj��．Therefore

〈	� is bounded, and
hence so is each

〈���. Q. E. D.
Proof of lemma３：Suppose that���V��6�&〈���satisfies�<S��6�. Now sup-

pose that there is ������with ����:�����and 6����;�.２５） Then, since ���〈������*+�)��holds, from the definition of
～���%��&)�, 4�������4�������&�*+�)������&)��～��holds for some 4������sufficiently close to０．Then 6��4�������4����;�holds, and（５），convexity of preferences, implies 4������4����:�����. This is, however, a contradiction to ���V��6�．Thus, ���V��6�is in-

deed a demand point not only over
～��but also over Ci. Thus,����������implies

２５）Note that from the definition of
～��,������*+�)�holds.
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6����<�. Suppose next ����������. Since ����������implies 6����<�from the
above argument, it is enough to consider ����.�����. Note that transitivity of
preference with respect to��implies.������.������and��������������. Since non-
satiation��������#J�holds, there is �����������and hence ������������．Then con-
vexity of preference（５）implies������������������and hence�����������������，i.e．，�4��������4������:����� M4������．Then the above argument implies6��4��������4�����<�for4������．Then letting4Z�gives rise to 6����=�．
Thus����������implies6����=�. Q. E. D .
Proof of lemma４：���V��6�implies 6���;�from the budget constraint

in the definition of Di (p). On the other hand, since non-satiation at xi and���������hold, lemma３implies 6���=�. Thus6�����holds. Q. E. D.
Proof of corollary: Suppose that there is �������satisfying ���V��6�M���

and ��%��������'�����V��6��&	(. Then, ���V��6����M���from the defini-
tion of Di(p) implies �%�������'��������&	(, and hence,���������is a feasible
pseudo-allocation.２６）Suppose that some ����satisfies�<S���6�. Then V���6��
～������� holds from the definition of V��(p). Then since ��	and

����9�����������9������� implies ����〈�����%'����&�	������9���������(�� int�)�, and hence �����V���6�&〈����) holds. Since non-satiation at���follows from（７），the conditions of
lemma４hold and the result follows. Q. E. D.
Proof of lemma５：Note first that we already show the non-emptiness ofV��6�in the case of�;S��6�. Thus we need to show it in the case of �<S��6�．

Let Ri(x) � ���� ～��-6���;��&���� ～��-���������for �� A�� ～��-6�A;��．
Then �������imply the non-emptiness of �����for �� A�� ～��-6�A;��. Also
the continuity of preferences and the compactness of

～��imply that �����is a
compact set. Since the preference Ri is transitive,&E��L ����E��#JML��, where�E� A�� ～��-6�A;��, j＝１，…, n. Thus the finite intersection property of com-
pact sets implies &�����-��� ～��and 6��;���#J. Since V��6�is equal to &�����-��� ～��and6��;��from the transitivity of preferences,V��6��#Jfollows
in the case of �<S��6�as well.

To prove the upper hemi-continuity has two cases. Since��is compact, for
this purpose, it is enough to show that Di(・) has a closed graph. The first case
is�<S��6��so that the cheaper point assumption is met at6��R�．Let6dZ6�
inR�,�d�V��6d�, and�dZ��in

～��. Note 6d��d;�Md���>���implies6����;�．
Let ��be an arbitrary point in the budget set, A�� ～��-6���;��. Note that�<S��6��implies there is ��～��such that 6���5�and 6d��5�for suffi-
ciently large d．Define +d�Gh2+�'���(I� +������+���A�� ～��-6d�A;���.
Note that since��k$����～��is convex, these are well defined and ��d%+d������+d��� A�� ～��-6d�A;��holds. Moreover,+d5�implies6d���d��since+d5�
２６）Note that����� �����is a feasible pseudo-allocation, although�����〈��occurs for some���due to the lack of the

individual survival assumption. Thus����� �����may not be a feasible allocation.
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implies 6d���<�． Note that l��+d���implies l������l���～��． Suppose+dZ�does not hold, and without loss of generality +dZ+5�holds. Then��dZ+������+�� and 6d���d�� for sufficiently large d implies that6���+������+�����in the limit. But6���5�and t＜１yield6����<�which is
a contradiction to the definition of ��．Thus+dZ�and hence��dZ��asdZe
holds. Since �d�V��6d�implies �d������d�, continuity of preferences gives rise
to���������, and so���V��6��．The second case is�;G��6��．Then the closed-
ness and hence upper hemi-continuity ofV��6��is trivial．Since 6d��d;�and�d���from �d�V��6d�Md�� implies �����and 6����;�by the compact-
ness of ��and the continuity of inner product,���V��6��holds．Therefore Di

(・) is closed at each6�and hence it is upper hemi-continuous at each6�as well.
The convexity of Di(・) in the first case follows from the convexity of Ri(・), a

form of convexity of preferences derived from（５）as shown in footnote（１５）．
The convexity of Di(・) in the second case follows from its definition. Q. E. D.
Proof of lemma６：Let ��"8� 8�68�"��with 68���9���be a pseudo quasi-

equilibrium and consumer i have a cheaper point. Then since��"8� 8�"��is a
pseudo feasible allocation,�"8�V"�68���"and�8%�"���"8�	, and hence,�"8�〈�"� hold. Moreover, since consumer i have a cheaper point, ��8�V��68����
holds. Thus, ��8�〈����(＝

〈���&��) holds and �����8��#Jfrom resource relatedness．
Suppose consumer i’ is resource related to consumer i. Then since��"8� 8�"��is
a pseudo feasible allocation with��8���, there areA������and��"��"��satisfying�"���"�����"����"����"��>�"�&�	�BA�����HB<��such that �"���"��"8�hold for"���, �"���"holds for "��>, and ���������8�holds, where ��� "��I�"8��"N O
and�>� "��I�"8N ��"9�"O. Note first that at68each consumer has a cheaper
point over �" or not. Let ��� "��IG�68�5�� ������and ���� "��IG�68�=�� ���9���Q�>�. Then�"8�V"�68�implies that�"8is a demand point for"���with a
cheaper point and68��"8��for"����without cheaper points. Of course, since
i belongs to ��,��8������8�imply 68���8<�．Since���8� 8����is a pseudo feasible
allocation, non-satiation�"��"8��#Jholds for any"���, and hence for any"���.
Then �"���"��"8�implies 68��"�=�for "���from lemma３．Also �"���" im-
plies68��"�=�for consumers"����without cheaper points over�"at68，and
hence �"���" implies 68��"�=�for consumers "��>. Thus,

�"��68��"�<�
holds．On the other hand, since ���"���"���BA�7��	 implies 68����"���"���BA�7�;�from the profit maximization condition（�）,68�BA�7;��68��"���"��5�
holds. ThenB<�implies68�A�75�. Thus, consumer i’ who is resource related
to consumer i in fact has a cheaper point over��7and hence over

～��7. When con-
sumer i’ is indirectly resource related to consumer i, then consumer i’ is con-
nected to consumer i through resource related consumers between them. Thus
applying the above argument between two consumers who are resource re-
lated to the consumers between consumer i and i’ turns out that consumer i’
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indeed has a cheaper point over��7and hence over
～��7. Q. E. D.

Proof of lemma７：Since R�is convex and compact, and the inner product
is linear and continuous, Q(z) is non-empty and convex. Suppose that AdZA�
in�,6dZ6�inR�and6d�Y�Ad�. Then6d�Ad=6��Add���>���. holdM6��R�, and
hence 6��A�=6��A� follows for any given 6�in R�．This gives rise to 6��Y�A��,
and hence the upper hemi-continuity of Q(・) atA�sinceR�is compact. Q. E. D.
Proof of lemma８：Note first that（６）also implies that there is some���

～��M���satisfying��%���������*+�	�．Then 6[�R�implies 6[���6[���������5�．Thus the set of consumers��% ����-6[���5�for some���～���������is non
-empty. Note first that since���[� [����is a feasible pseudo-allocation, corollary
to lemma４implies 6[���[�� for ����. Note also that, from lemma３,��[�V��6[�is indeed a demand point over Ci not only over

～��M����．That is，M����, ����Ci with 6[����;�implies ���[��������. Let �>%�9��. Then, from the
definition of V��6[�for "��>, �"[��" and ��6[��"[ holds M"��>. Thus,6[���[��holdsM���.

Suppose that �>%�9�� is non-empty. Since ���[� [����implies that ��[�〈����
＝(

〈���&��) holds for ���� and �"[��" holds M"��>, irreducibility assumption
（７′）implies that there are some (

〈��)����, 〈

y�	, and
�"��>A"��"��>�" such

that���[� 〈��)�����1������,����� 〈��＝ 〈

y� [��"��>4"A"for some4"<�, and, ��[�〈��������[�M���� and ���[� 〈�����������[�for some �����．Thus from lemma３,6[����[� 〈���=6[���[(=0) holds M����, and 6[�����[� 〈����<6[����[(=0) for some �����．
Then summation of these inequalities over I１ gives rise to 6[������ 〈���6[��〈y� [��"��>4"A"�<�. Since the profit maximization condition（�）implies6[��〈y� [�;�, �"��>4"A"5�must hold. Then this implies that there is at
least some "���>such that 6[�A"�5�for some A"���"�. Since �"� is a convex
combination of some points in

～�"�and０，6[�A"�5�implies that there isA"���～�"�
satisfying 6[�A"��5�. Thus S"��6[�%G�*�6[�A"�-A"��～�"�} 5�holds. This is,
however, a contradiction to "���>since it implies S"��6[�=�by the definition
of I２. Thus I２must be empty, and hence every consumer in the economy has a
cheaper point, i.e., his income strictly larger than his subsistence level which

is equal toS��6[�. Q. E. D.

Associate Professor, Hokkaido University
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